Headstart Day
Monday, 17 October

We invite Year 10 and 11 students who want to experience Bond over the course of a day.

Take part in simulated lectures and tutorials, enjoy interactive activities, meet our professors and current students, and get to know your way around our amazing campus.

Find out more at bond.edu.au/headstart-day.
Line up for Headstart Day

Welcome to Bond
Kick off the day by arriving at Bond University to be presented with an introduction to Bond along with an outline on all the activities we have planned for the day.

BBQ Lunch
Chill out and take in the Bond campus while joining current students for a barbeque lunch.

The Great Campus Challenge
Halfway through the day you will take part in the The Great Campus Challenge where teams verse each other to race around Bond to complete challenges. Teamwork and attention to detail is key to winning the top prizes!

Battle of the Bondies
In the afternoon prepare yourself for a heated Battle of the Bondies where current students aim to go head to head to debate and determine which program at Bond is the right choice for you. You decide the winner!

Students who are interested in attending Bond Headstart Day should contact their School Career Advisor or visit bond.edu.au/headstart-day.